Minutes of Meeting
Green Engage Committee
On 28th Nov 2017 @ 3:30pm - Training Room
MH - Mr.Mukhtar Hussain
Present:
MH- Mr. Mukhtar Hussain -Engineering
SP - Mr. Sridhar Poojary - Purchase
CD - Ms. Caroline D'Souza - Safety,
RP - Mr. Roney Pereira - Chief Steward

Not Present:
SB - Mr. Shanky Bhola - Banquet Manager
JK - Mr. Jony Khan - HK Supervisor
YU - Mr. Yasub Uddin - Income Auditor/AR & Payroll reliever
HK - Mr. Hassan Khan - Engineering Shift Leader (AL)

SY - Mr. Sameh Youssef - Executive Chief
MA - Mr. Moazzam Ali - Duty Manager
Green points discussed
MH welcome all the Green Engage members and discussed the previous meeting points .
MH brief the team that we have attended UAE SGDs pioneer award ceremony on 26th November 2017 which was
organized by UNGC and UAE Global network where the organizations were awarded on exceptional work and advancing
sustainable
goals.
MH has again
emphasis the importance of waste management and recycling as due to improper practices environment
on the earth and even in the water is getting damage which is quite harmful in both areas. This month the report of
recycling is much better compare to last month, however there is still area for improvement.
RP mention that we have been facing challenge with company collecting glass for recycling as they don't pick up broken
glass which is accumulating in our recycling area. This challenge was also faced last year which have been sorted out
MH also mention that LED lighting installation have been completed for remaining two meeting rooms (Al shaheen and
Al Maha)
MH also brief the team that green engage is part of annual quality audit and there are certain actions which has to be
completed in each property as part of QE.
HIAB team has participated in international campaign of clean up the world on 21st November which is again one of the
initiative to save the environment. We are also participating in clean up U.A.E Campaign which is taking place on 16th
MH once again emphasis on the importance of saving energy through air conditioning by setting the thermostat of
rooms and other areas on higher side as the climate has change and fresh air is quite enough to maintain required
temperatures
in alltoareas.
MH
also emphasis
pay attention into detail to save the energy cost and to bring the figures on best level compare to
last year as we are still 1% higher than last year. Good practices till the end of December may result to balance the figures
and team is struggling hard to achieve the goal where contribution is required by every individual.
MH requested MA to brief your team through briefings and meetings to have good awareness for the initiative which
HIAB have taken for green engage and CSR as the guests of today's world are very keen to know such type of
information and most of the corporate client prefer to stay in those hotels which are participating in best practices to
save
thedays
environment
as it iscompare
global challenge.
Degree
is higher (4.5%)
to last year.
Meeting adjourned at 15:30pm. Next meeting TBA
Minutes taken by Arpita Roy , Engineering Coordinator

